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Goals of the diagnosis survey
• Measuring the time necessary to obtain 

a diagnosis as a rare disease patient

• Understanding the different steps of the 
diagnosis journey 

• Defining the obstacles limiting the access 
to diagnosis 

• Identifying best practices, tools, support 
and services contributing to a faster 
diagnosis

• Identifying the role of new technologies



27 languages

1900+

17 MARch 15 JUNE 20
22

10,453
104 countriesTARGET POPULATION

All patients living with a rare disease and their family 
members, including unsolved cases (undiagnosed)

respondents 
worldwide and13,304 in 

Europe

diseases represented

Online questionnaire More information: watch our webinar
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Also open questions, some answers I use in this presentation. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITDD_nyiOPo


Diagnosis survey timeline

June-November
June 
2022
Survey 
closes Consolidating and 

analysing data
EURORDIS 

members can 
ask for their 
preliminary 

results

November January

Webinar for 
members 
(31st Jan)

EURORDIS 
members can 
ask for their 
consolidated 

results

February - March

Submitting the 
article on 

European results 
for publication 

June

Watch the 
recording!

Ask for your 
results!

Focusing on the main 
determinants of the 

time to diagnosisrare.barometer@eurordis.org
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Difficulty of the diagnosis
“Fortunately, I didn’t face any 

obstacles. The people at the hospital 
took care of the child properly when 
I arrived. In 2 days I had an MRI and 

in 1-2 days they told us why they 
suspected the syndrome. Then it 

took us until the genetic tests were 
confirmed”

Parent of a child with Leigh syndrome, 
Romania, diagnosis confirmed 3 months after 

first symptoms

“I myself went to another 
country at my expense to ask for 
help to be able to carry out the 
genetic test. I am unemployed 
and not helped by the country 

where I live!”

Patient living with glycogen storage
disease, Luxembourg, diagnosis 

confirmed 25 years after first symptoms
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There are at least two aspects in the search for a diagnosis: the duration and the difficulty. It can be quite short (1 year for instance) and difficult if you had to meet with 10 specialists, fight to be heard and saw your child’s heath worsen.It can also be short and easy, like in the first testimonial (read). It can also be long and difficult. Sometimes, we can consider that it is long (if we take into account the confirmed diagnosis), but it is actually easy and quick if the disease is known in the family and the disease is known even before the first symptoms appear. Which doesn’t mean that the diagnosis is easy to accept. Let’s focus now on the time to diagnosis and on the reason we are talking about the survey in the workshop on children.



The average journey to diagnosis for PLWRD
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6 steps of the diagnosis journey (from first symptoms to confirmed diagnosis).Order of those steps.Time between first symptoms and first medical contact: patient delays.Time between first medical contact and confirmed diagnosis: healthcare system delays.Initial diagnosis, 1st symptomatic treatment and referral to a CoE happen almost at the same time. Sometimes, the initial diagnosis happens before the first symptoms or the first medical contact, esp. when the disease is known in the family. It also depends on the disease and on characteristics of the patients. Where can we act? On patient delays (awareness in the general population) and on HCS delay, both in primary care (time between 1st medical contact and referral to a centre of expertise) and in secondary care (time between referral and confirmed diagnosis).



The journey is longer for children and adolescents
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Why presenting this in a workshop on children?Because age at first symptoms is the main determinant to the duration of the diagnosis journey. And especially, the patient delays are surprisingly long. We could have presented it at a workshop on adolescents, but the reason for patient delays is a bit more obvious from the literature, between difficulty from adolescents to notice and talk about first symptoms, and difficulty from family and doctors to think that a young person could be ill. We are finishing the writing of the article that will present this results, but we will still have to investigate the why!What we can already say is that it contradicts some of the existing article, mostly because we don’t measure it the same way: often times, we take into account the age at diagnosis and not at first symptoms. 



NEW RARE BAROMETER SURVEY
On newborn screening

REGISTER FOR OUR WEBINAR!
31 May 14:00 CET

TARGET POPULATION
All patients living with a rare disease 
and their close family members

24 languages ALL rare diseases

31 may 9 JULY 20
23

tiny.cc/webinar_NBS

Ask for your dashboard: rare.barometer@eurordis.org
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Questions?
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Thank you 
to the Rare Barometer participants, 
partners and corporate donors in 2022!
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